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Delia da Sousa Correa, George Eliot, Music and Victorian Culture, 
Palgrave: Macmillan, 2003, pp. x + 255. ISBN 0 333 99757 3. 
Delia da Sousa Correa takes as starting point 'the yearning for spiritual expansion and 
sympathetic experience' so evident in George Eliot; and music, an 'undersong' to the desires 
of transcendence and affinity, is the prime concern in da Sousa Correa's exploration of its 
transformations in Eliot's fiction. To do this, da Sousa Correa explores a range of intellectual 
and cultural contexts for Eliot's work, though not all those her title's inclusive 'Victorian 
culture' might suggest. Da Sousa Correa acknowledges Beryl Gray's George Eliot and Music 
(1989) and rightly claims her approach differs fundamentally, the two studies being 
complementary. Da Sousa Correa offers two chapters on cultural issues (music in 
evolutionary writings; debates about women and music) and chapters on The Mill on the Floss 
and Daniel Deronda (this last an outstanding piece). 
The first chapter explores music in the evolutionary theories of Herbert Spencer and Darwin, 
Spencer seeing it as a progressive development of the vocal expression of emotions, while 
Darwin identified it as the vestigial remains of pre-human courtship. The second turns to 
music practice in society and more specifically amongst women. Here a range of advice 
literature is drawn upon, with its attitudes to women's performance of music and the 
possibilities (or rather, the impossibilities) of women being professional musicians. The 
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survey concentrates on Mrs Ellis, Mrs Bakewell, and the British Mothers Magazine. Da 
Sousa Correa properly gives us what they say, but might have been more critical on the 
severely limited musical horizons exemplified by Mrs Ellis, who imagines the daughter 
playing some 'old ditty which her father loves ... until tears are glistening in his eyes', while 
her 'fire-side music ... haunts the memory' of her prodigal brother (quoted p. 71). The effect 
of such advice literature needs careful scrutiny: despite the evidence of sales, who actually 
paid much attention to Mrs Ellis? Whole areas of the professional musical world that 
intertwine with George Eliot's experience and knowledge might here also have been explored. 
For example, which English women were instrumental or vocal soloists in concerts or 
theatres? which English women appeared in operas? how was the female chorus recruited and 
maintained for the Italian Opera at the Theatre Royal, Haymarket? 
Da Correa's discussion of The Mill on the Floss offers perhaps the most direct comparison 
with Beryl Gray's book, but not to the disadvantage of either, given each writer's very different 
methods. Gray's is an intricately subtle 'close reading' ofthe novel's musical activities, where 
da Sousa Correa approaches the novel through a macro rather than a micro analysis - she 
mentions Haydn's Creation only once and the other pieces named by Eliot not at all. Eliot is 
shown aware of and drawing upon the conflicting elements in Spencer's and Darwin's 
evolutionary theories of music's origins, as well as the physiological relationship claimed for 
sound and emotion. The oppositional elements of the discourses drawn upon and the 
disturbing nature of Spencer's unconcern for the individual fate in the 'progressive' 
evolutionary process mean, as da Sousa Correa nicely demonstrates, that Eliot, rather than 
directly espousing either Spencer or Darwin, dramatises the tensions of the individual caught 
up by both 'primitive' sexual emotions and by progressive evolution. Maggie's feelings, 
aroused by music, are both physiological sensations and genetic memories, part of a 
mysterious life that 'remains mysterious in George Eliot, despite of, and because of, her 
interest in systems designed to explain it' (p.129). The concluding discussion of Deronda 
returns us also to Eliot's sense of transcendence or mystery which scientific discourses might 
seem to have abolished. 
The fine chapter on Deronda, brooding upon yet not condemning it for its contradictions and 
irresolutions, scrutinizes those directives and fears about women's role as musicians and artists 
covered in chapter 2. In a novel where the artist is a central figure and music a profession, 
Klesmer claims parity with statesmen and asserts that professionalism is paramount. Yet 
against Klesmer stand the women artists, variously burnt-out, achieved, manque, whose role 
and claims are challenged and questioned - Alcharisi; Mirah; Catherine Arrowpoint; 
Gwendolen; even Daniel, for da Sousa Correa is alive to his 'feminine' nature. Using the clew 
of advice literature and of female professionalism in music, da Sousa Correa explores the 
tension within Eliot's own creation between sincerity and acting; the difficulty, if acting is 
putting on a mask, of sincerity, that long familiar paradox of the stage (and of art), though in 
Deronda, it seems, sincerity or at least female sincerity resides in being what one is, not 
putting it off in the act of creation. Da Sousa Correa is good on Eliot's own divided self here, 
the writer-artist who admits Klesmer's claims, yet seems unhappy that Alcharisi be allowed 
them and gives Mirah a decidedly poky view of performance. It is also intriguing to find 
Gwendolen compared by Eliot to Jenny Lind, a singer 'the Lewes' did not care for (p.141), 
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since Jenny Lind, more like Mirah than Gwendolen perhaps, was a gifted artist who yet drew 
her skirts back (metaphorically) from the stage, did not become her part, so that Verdi, as 
Julian Budden observes (The Operas of Verdi, I, 327), writes her a role in I Masnadieri which 
is brilliant but lacks dramatic power. Eliot seems to value in Mirah what she disliked in Lind 
and condemns in Gwendolen, and da Sousa Correa is indeed alert to such paradoxes and 
contradictions. This searching chapter uses the discourses of female accomplishment to bring 
us by various ways to pause upon Eliot's experimentation - how, for example, song can open 
up not only memory but also in an uncanny way the future (Daniel 's fust encounter with Mirah 
is cited) and how individual identities dissolve. 
This is a dense if comparatively short book, yet given what da Sousa Correa has achieved, she 
might give us more. The music of the Victorians, approached here through the advice 
literature, could be explored far further and in ways too that support da Sousa Correa's 
arguments and explorations. Mrs Ellis offers the ditty of the maudlin father and the repentant 
prodigal, but what of the music known and played, not least by George Eliot? Eliot herself 
played 'Beethoven duets' with Lewes's son (p. 4), but da Sousa Correa does not pause upon 
them. Presumably they are duet reductions of the symphonies and that whole world of piano 
reduction - orchestral, choral and operatic - is not touched upon, though it takes us into a 
musical repertoire even in the 'ordinary' household far beyond that envisaged by Mrs Ellis. To 
move closer to Deronda and to da Sousa Correa's arguments, when Gwendolen sings Bellini, 
what is really wrong (especially if she can sing like Jenny Lind - unless that is the problem)? 
The power and emotion of 'Casta diva', for example, opens out a world of beauty and 
meditation, a world of dramatic tension between formal shaping and repressed emotion. 
Closer analysis of musical detail would reinforce da Sousa Correa's arguments, notably in the 
case of Mirah. Surely it is necessary to pause over Mirah's rendering of Beethoven's 'Per 
pieta'. Mirah sings with 'a subdued and searching pathos', so Daniel covers his eyes 'to 
seclude the melody in darkness' (quoted p.153), but what then of the opening section of this 
dramatic scena, 'Ah! perfido ! ', which Alcharisi could sing, as variously Callas and Janet Baker 
have sung it? And could Mirah sing that opening unless she gave up herself? Such detail aids 
da Sousa Correa's reading of Mirah and of Eliot's creative dilemma in her aesthetic, 
undramatic ideal. These desires, for closer and detailed reading of the music itself, are a 
tribute to da Sousa Correa's useful and stimulating study, which demonstrates yet also 
suggests, particularly in the Deronda chapter, what we can learn about Eliot's fiction and 
Victorian musical culture and what there is still to do. 
Angus Easson 
University of Salford 
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